
AL ALIA INTERNATIOANAL INDIAN SCHOOL, RIYADH  

ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC PLAN 2020-2021 

 

Class: XI                  Subject: INFORMATICS PRACTICES (065) 

WEEKS LEARNING OUTCOMES SOURCES/ RESOURCES SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

Week 1 

 

 

Unit 1: Introduction to Computer Systems 

Students will be able 

 To identify the principal components of a 

computer system  

 To describe how the CPU processes data and 

instructions and controls the operation of all 

other devices. 

 Evolution of computing devices.  

 To identify the names and distinguish features 

of different kinds of input and output devices.   

Informatics Practices with Python for 

Class XI   

-Sumita Arora 

-Preethi Arora 

 

E-resources: 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-1/ 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y5SyJ

3cWycd2Msd3dV34962phvRQdbZR/v

iew?usp=sharing 

Give assignments: 

 List some of the input and 

output devices used in 

various organizations?  

 Draw the block diagram of a 

computer system? 

 Prepare a timeline showing 

the inventions in computing 

technology. 

Week 2 

 

 

 

 To explain how the major components of a 

CPU work together, including how data is 

represented on a computer. 

 To explain the types of computer memory, and 

their abstractions on modern computer 

systems, to understand the concept of cache 

memory. 

 To identify the names, distinguishing features, 

and units for measuring different kinds of 

memory and storage devices. 

Informatics Practices with Python for 

Class XI   

-Sumita Arora 

-Preethi Arora 

E-resources: 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-1/ 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nu67X

UBHLv1nUMrJCFbBogjlke8pyBSb/vi

ew?usp=sharing 

 

 List out the difference 

between Static RAM and 

Dynamic RAM? 

 Prepare a table showing the 

measurement units of digital 

data. 

 Compare secondary storage 

devices based on their 

capacity. 
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Week 3 

 

 

Students learn about 

 How Data travels between the peripherals 

and the CPU.  

 How an external device can be connected to 

a computer. 

 The three steps needed to process a data–

Capture, Storage and Retrieval. 

 How to recover a deleted or corrupted data. 

 Distinguish between Operating Systems 

software and Application Systems software. 

 Describe commonly used operating systems. 

 Identify the primary functions of an 

Operating System. 

Informatics Practices with Python for 

Class XI   

- Sumita Arora 

-Preethi Arora 

 

E-resources: 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-1/ 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RX8-

FQb7H0KUeFHI6Ix3ff4wt51Wb2q/vie

w?usp=sharing 

 Explore possible ways of           

       recovering deleted data 

 

Prepare notes 

 

Online assessment based on the 

topic.  
 

Week 4 

 

 Students learn 

 Different types of System Software and 

Application Software.  

 Concept of language Processors- Compiler 

and Interpreter. 

 The difference between Proprietary Software 

and Open Source Software. 

E-resources: 

 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-1/ 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BsBZd

tocmC0UCdujZu8n3EYUhimS6MEi/vi

ew?usp=sharing 

Explained exercise questions. 

 

Online Assessment of Unit 1. 

Week 5 

 

Unit 4: Emerging Trends 

Students shall be able to  

 Understand the history of artificial 

intelligence (AI) and its foundations. 

 Demonstrate an ability to share in discussions 

of AI, its current scope and limitations, and 

societal implications. 

Understand the goals of artificial 

intelligence which include learning, 

reasoning, and perception. 

E-resources: 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-2/ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Dod0o

OWjnmu1FFXENQYaNYZCHKK-

Rmgg/view?usp=sharing 

 

 Find out how NLP is 

helping differently abled 

persons? 

 

Prepare notes 
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Ramadan Holidays 

Week 6 

 

Students  

 Understand the concept of Immersive 

learning which allows us to visualize, feel 

and react by stimulating our senses. 

 Learn the trending technologies VR and AR 

that simulate physical presence in the real 

world as well as the imaginary world. 

 Gain a basic knowledge about Robotics to 

design intelligent machines that can help and 

assist humans in their day-to-day lives and 

keep everyone safe. 

 Learn the concept of Big Data and its 5 

characteristics. 

E-resources: 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-2/ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fVgT1

pPxUr0voE9Fa4zaxMcMFF5RJNPO/v

iew?usp=sharing 

 

 Find out what role are 

robots playing in the 

medical fields? 

 Collect some pics of robots 

used in industries, scientific 

research, military etc. 

 

Conduct online assessment based 

on the topic Artificial Intelligence, 

AR and VR. 

Week 7 

 

Students learn 

 How IoT (Internet of Things) connect all 

potential objects to interact each other on the 

internet to provide secure, comfort life for 

human. 

 The concepts, characteristics, delivery 

models and benefits of Cloud Computing and 

Grid Computing. 

 

E-resources: 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-2/ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Lcgzrn

3Duh8ZTro233E1r8si48WKQ9XY/vie

w?usp=sharing 

https://youtu.be/Hm7evVkDkR4 

https://youtu.be/Br5aJa6MkBc 

 Explore and list a few IoT 

devices available in the 

market. 

 Name a few data centers in 

India along with the major 

services that they provide. 

Prepare notes 
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Week 8  Understand the structure of a Blockchain and 

why/when it is better than a simple distributed 

database. 

 Attain awareness of the new challenges that 

exist in monetizing businesses around 

blockchains. 

E-resources: 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-2/ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IRKHym_

KcieILmt0eWiRoEoAlSz3QRcR/view?usp=s

haring 

 Find out a few areas where 

the concept of blockchain 

technology can be useful. 

Explained exercise questions. 

Online test conducted based on 

Unit 5. 

Week 9 Revision of the two Units 

Recognize student’s ability to use rote 

memorization and recall what theylearned. 

   Unit1: Introduction to Computer System  

Unit4: Emerging Trends 

 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert

-books-class-11-informatics-practices 

 

Do sample questions. 

Prepare students for writing the 

exams. 

Week 10 Revision of the two Units 

 

Google form Do sample questions. 

Online assesment 

Summer Vacation 

Week 11 Unit2: Introduction to Python 

Students learn  

 To install and run the Python interpreter 

 Python basics-working in Python IDLE 

Interactive mode and Script mode, Jupiter 

notebook and Spider IDE 

 Create and execute basic Python programs. 

 

Informatics Practices with Python for 

Class XI   

- Sumita Arora 

-Preethi Arora 

 

E-resources: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/pres

entation2021/class%20xi/informatics%20p

ractices/getting%20started%20with%20py

thon.pdf 

 

https://schools.aglasem.com/ncert/ncert-

books-class-11-informatics-practices-

chapter-3/ 

 Install Python and 

Anaconda 

 Give practical questions to 

workout in python shell in both 

modes.  

  

 Workout in python online editor  

http://colab.research.google.com/ 
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Week 12 Students learn  

 Fundamental concepts in Python-  

keywords, variables, tokens, mathematical 

expressions and functions, operators in Python. 

 

 

Informatics Practices with Python for 

Class XI   

-Sumita Arora 

-Preethi Arora 

E-resources: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/pre

sentation2021/class%20xi/informatics

%20practices/basics%20of%20python

%20programming.pdf 

 

 Give assignments based on 

fundamental concepts. 

 Workout sample programs 

using online Python editor 

http://colab.research.google.com/ 

 

Prepare notes. 

Online assessments –ask 

questions. 

Week 13  data types –specifies which type of value a 

variable can store like- 

number, string, boolean, list, dictionary etc. 

     type conversion 

 debugging- process of finding errors in 

code. 

E-resources: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/pre

sentation2021/class%20xi/informatics

%20practices/data%20types%20and%2

0debugging.pdf 

 Workout sample programs 

mentioned in the syllabus 

and maintain rough record. 

http://colab.research.google.com/ 

Prepare notes 

Week 14  Structure of a Python program 

 Control statements- if-else, for loop 

understand the concept and usage of selection 

and iteration statements. 

analyze the problem, decide and evaluate 

conditions. 

 

E-resources: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/pres

entation2021/class%20xi/informatics%20p

ractices/control%20statements.pdf 

 

 Workout programs 

mentioned in the syllabus 

and maintain rough record  

http://colab.research.google.com/

Prepare notes 

Week 15  List operations in python- initializing, 

traversing and manipulating lists. 

-able to create and access lists, perform various 

list operations and manipulations through some 

built- in functions. 

 

E-resources: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/pre

sentation2021/class%20xi/informatics

%20practices/lists.pdf 

 

 Workout programs 

mentioned in the syllabus 

and maintain rough record.  

http://colab.research.google.com/

Prepare notes 
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Week 16  Dictionaries- key : value pair, creating, 

traversing, updating and deleting elements in 

dictionary. 

 Dictionary methods and built in functions  

- learn how data-items are organized in a 

Python dictionary and how to access data in 

a dictionary. 

E-resources: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/pre

sentation2021/class%20xi/informatics

%20practices/dictionary.pdf 

 

 Workout programs 

mentioned in the syllabus 

and maintain rough record 

http://colab.research.google.com/  

Prepare notes 

 

Week 17 Introduction to Python Programming. 

Encourage students to develop their coding skills 

in Python. 

Lab session Do programs in Python 

http://colab.research.google.com/ 

Week 18 Lab session Lab session Do programs in Python 

http://colab.research.google.com/ 

*Unit3 : Data Handling using Numpy not included for assessment. 

Week 19 Unit3: Database concepts and SQL  

Students shall be able to 

 State what a database is. 

 Express the relationship between database 

and a table. 

 Learn the concept of representing data in a 

table and know the terms domain, tuple, relation 

 Define the constraints and keys in a relation. 

 List out functions of DBMS and some 

popular DBMS software. 

 

*Foreign key is not included for assessment 

 

Informatics Practices with Python for 

Class XI  -Sumita Arora 

-Preethi Arora 

NCERT Informatics Practices text 

book for class XI (old edition) 

E- resources: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/pre

sentation2021/class%20xi/informatics

%20practices/dbms.pdf 

 

Give assignments based on the 

topic – constraints, keys, relational 

data model etc. with sample tables. 

 

Prepare notes. 

 

Install MySQL software 
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